The Wall of Religion
Our King has taken our Community out of religion, a move that is an offense to those who remain in the
institutional church system of all types. There is a reason he has done this – to bring us into the freedom
and abundance of his Kingdom. Many in the system are trying to stymie this move so that it fails.
However, our Lord is with us in what we are doing.
Recently, Joe Joe Dawson was given a night-time vision that went over 4 evenings. In the first, he saw a
disintegrating high wall with grey clouds above it. At the conclusion he received this prophetic message:
“The fourth night, I saw the bottom of the wall. There were chains about every 10 feet all the way along
the wall. At the end of each chain was a shackle that would go around somebody's neck. Then these frail,
withered people came out from the side of the wall. They were calling people to them using all forms of
deception and manipulation to draw people in. When somebody would come to them, they would open
one of the shackles and put it around the person's neck. These people began to complain that they could
not breathe with the shackle around their neck because it was cutting off their air supply. You could
hardly even hear them speak because the shackles were trying to silence their voice. In this fourth night
of the dream, I walked around the wall and in front of me was a church. It was an old-time, traditional
church that looked like it had not been updated in a very long time. I could see that it was bound by
spirits of religion and tradition. The people who were trying to beckon others to come were talking about
the Lord and the moving of God's Spirit in power, but in reality, they had nothing. Then all of a sudden, I
turned around and saw a field. It was beautiful with lush grass, flowers and trees. This field was full of
life. As I prayed, the Lord spoke to me, "There is coming a time that these old traditional churches will
move out of the moving in the spirit and get into the soulish realm to try to manipulate people to stay even
though My glory has left. They will grab them by their emotions and their old way of thinking. Then they
will try to put shackles of religion and tradition around their necks so they cannot breathe or let their
voice be heard." People will start to move out of the spirit of the living God and start moving in the spirit
of divination, which is the python spirit.
When I awakened, I asked the Lord, "Who are these people they are going after trying to silence their
voice?"
The Lord answered, "They are going after three types of people. The intercessors, who are praying over
the new wineskin and the fresh move of My Spirit. The prophets, who are prophesying about the new thing
I am going to do. The apostles, who are pioneering and working to manifest the new moving of My Spirit.
They will go after these three types of people because the intercessors, prophets and apostles are bringing
down and destroying the old religious mindset of so many in this hour.
The Lord spoke to me about the dream as it was recurring. As the dreams progressed and the wall started
to crumble more and more, the Lord showed me that the people who were chained to the wall as it started
to fall were symbolic of the way these would be trapped in an old religious mindset, and their voice would
not be able to be heard.” 1
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1 – Joe Joe Dawson (6-7-2017) “Prophetic Dream: This Wall Is Trying to Block God's Next Fresh Move”
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